






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Reforestation" TreeUplanting" in" areas" that" have" had" less" than" 10%" tree"










Projects" require" that" atUrisk" forestlands" be" dedicated" to" a"


















Various" project" types" for" destruction" of" methane," including"





Replacing" highUbleed" pneumatic" valves" in" the" oil" and" gas"
sector" with" lowUbleed" devices" (for" each" replaced" valve,"
emissions" are" reduced" from" an" average" of" 56" MtCO2e" to" 3"
MtCO2e)."
5"U"26"
REDD" Reduction" of" emissions" from" deforestation;" California" is"
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Risk"of"invalidation"
Many"buyers"are"concerned"about"the"risk"of"invalidation"and"perceive"different"risks"
across"project"types—though"those"perceptions"are"not"always"fully"informed."
According"to"Derik"Broekhoff"of"CAR,"the"fact"that"forest"projects"are"the"only"ones"that"
leave"the"liability"with"the"project"developer"may"be"“little"known”"by"companies.
17
"
Many"respondents"to"our"survey"indicated"that"the"risk"of"offsets"being"invalidated"is"a"
major"concern,"but"only"one"mentioned"that"they"planned"to"buy"“Golden”"offsets"to"
eliminate"that"risk."As"on"the"voluntary"market,"some"compliance"entities"perceive"
certain"project"types"to"be"‘safer’"than"others"simply"because"they"are"the"most"
straightforward"or"on"the"shortest"time"horizon."One"respondent"said"that"ODS"is"
“probably"the"least"risky"because"it"is"fairly"easy"to"measure"and"record.”"Another"
questioned"the"longUterm"reliability"of"forestry"offsets,"which"have"to"persist"for"100"
years"in"order"to"be"considered"“permanent.”"Overall,"though,"most"companies"don’t"
perceive"differentiated"risks"across"project"types:"“We"are"more"concerned"about"poorly"
run"offset"generation"projects"than"certain"project"types,”"said"one"respondent."
The"California"Public"Utilities"Commission"(CPUC),"however,"is"very"aware"of"the"liability"
differentiation."To"avoid"legal"battles"and"heightened"financial"risk"for"InvestorUOwned"
California!offset!buyer[liability!explained!
"
One"potential"factor"that"may"alter"compliance"entities’"preferences"in"terms"of"project"type"is"the"risk"that"
their"offsets"may"be"invalidated."Invalidation"of"offsets"can"be"caused"if"the"amount"of"credits"achieved"is"
overstated"(by"more"than"5%),"if"more"than"one"program"issues"the"same"offsets"for"the"same"period,"or"if"
the"project"is"not"in"accordance"with"all"local,"state,"or"national"regulations"related"to"the"environment,"
health,"and"safety."CARB"can"find"offsets"invalid"within"eight"years"after"they"have"been"initially"verified;"
the"invalidation"window"narrows"to"three"years"if"the"offsets"have"been"reUverified"by"a"second"verifier."
Who"bears"the"risk"of"invalidation"is"a"key"difference"across"project"types."For"most,"project"liability,"or"the"
responsibility"if"an"offset"is"invalidated,"is"placed"on"buyers"as"opposed"to"project"developers,"landowners,"
or"the"State."California"will"be"the"first"compliance"market"to"structure"their"program"this"way,"and"the"
decision"has"been"very"controversial,"since"most"buyers"do"not"have"control"over"offset"projects"or"
understand"how"to"appraise"invalidation"risk."Forest"offsets"are"the"exception."Due"to"the"required"100U
year"lifespan"for"forest"carbon"offsets"and"the"higher"risk"of"offset"invalidation"in"that"time,"forest"projects"
within"the"US"Forest"and"Urban"Forest"Protocols"are"the"only"nonUbuyer"liability"projects"currently"
approved"in"California."This"shift"in"responsibility"to"the"project"developer"is"meant"to"protect"buyers"
against"the"heightened"risk"of"reversals."However,"the"increased"liability"for"the"project"developer,"along"
with"the"increased"cost"of"developing"forest"projects,"means"a"premium"price"for"forest"offsets."
Due"to"California’s"strict"standards"for"protocols,"including"rigorous"monitoring,"reporting,"and"verification"
(MRV)"of"offsets"conducted"by"independent,"accredited"bodies"at"least"once"every"six"years,"the"risk"of"
invalidation"is"quite"low,"especially"for"projects"that"retire"offsets"immediately."Furthermore,"brokerages"
that"bundle"offsets"and/or"agree"to"take"on"liability"themselves"sell"higherUpriced"“Golden"Offsets,”"
lowering"risk"further"for"covered"entities."And"though"no"insurance"groups"have"yet"begun"offering"
insurance"for"offsets"in"the"state"due"to"the"difficulty"of"monetizing"the"risks"associated"with"invalidated"
offsets,"many"are"considering"entering"the"market"soon.""
!
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Utilities"(IOUs),"the"CPUC"dictates"that"IOUs"can"only"purchase"“nonUbuyerUliability”"
carbon"credits"from"the"approved"ARB"offset"protocols."“Our"agenda"is"set"by"
regulators,”"Adam"Smith"of"Southern"California"Edison"explained."“The"CPUC"tells"us"
that"we"can’t"use"buyerUliability"offsets,"and"it"monitors"our"rate"increases"for"our"
customers.”
18
"Though"limiting"IOU’s"choices"among"offset"types"is"intended"to"limit"
utilities’"financial"risk,"it"also"restricts"them"to"purchasing"only"forest"offsets,"which"
could"prove"very"expensive."
Projected"offset"shortages"
Compliance"entities’"preferences"among"project"types"may"ultimately"be"limited"by"
offset"supply."The"American"Carbon"Registry"developed"an"offset"supply"forecast"to"
determine"whether"a"shortfall"can"be"expected"for"the"California"capUandUtrade"program"
from"between"2012"and2020.
d
"The"report"concluded"that"with"the"current"offset"
protocols,"there"will"be"a"significant"shortage"of"offsets"to"meet"expected"demand"from"
covered"entities,"even"when"accounting"for"the"early"action"offsets"available.
19
"Under"
baseline"conditions,"ACR"concludes"that"a"29%"shortage"(7.6"MMtCO2e)"in"compliance"
period"1"is"expected."Additional"shortages"are"forecast"given"that"covered"entities"and"
financial"players"can"bank"their"credits"in"the"early"years"to"sell"into"future"compliance"
periods."By"compliance"period"3,"there"will"be"a"67%"(134"MMtCO2e)"shortage."Forestry"
and"OzoneUDepleting"Substances"offsets"provide"the"significant"majority"of"tonnes"in"
compliance"period"1"(8.1"MMtCO2e"and"7.7"MMtCO2e"respectively).
20
"
Figure04:0Projected0US0Offset0Supply0Under0AB320(2012T2020)0
0
Source:"Stevenson"S.,"Morris"B.,"2012"
The"ACR"report"finds"that"US"forest"projects"will"largely"dominate"offset"supply"by"2020."
Numerous"studies"estimate"the"technical"potential"of"GHG"emission"reductions"from"
forestry"projects"to"be"500U750"MMtCO2e,"which"would"easily"satisfy"the"forecasted"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
d!This"report"and"offset"supply"model"was"developed"by"Sam"Stevenson"while"working"for"the"American"
Carbon"Registry."The"full"report"can"be"accessed"at:"http://americancarbonregistry.org/acrUcomplianceU
offsetUsupplyUforecastUforUtheUcaUcapUandUtradeUprogram!
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offset"demand"under"AB32.
21
"Yet"long"lead"times,"the"100Uyear"permanence"standard,"
and"the"fact"that"offset"liability"falls"on"the"project"developer"create"significant"
challenges"to"supplying"forestry"tonnes."Due"to"these"barriers,"ACR"forecasts"only"50"
MMtCO2e"from"US"forest"projects"by"2020."Of"the"five"forest"project"types,
e
"ACR"found"
that"Improved"Forest"Management"and"Avoided"Conversion"projects"will"dominate"the"
offset"supply"due"to"the"relative"low"cost"and"ease"of"project"development."By"2020,"
Improved"Forest"Management"projects"will"account"for"61%"(36"MMtCO2e)"of"the"forest"
supply.
22
"
"
Figure05:0Projected0US0Forest0Offset0Supply0under0AB320(2012T2020)00
Source:"Stevenson"S.,"Morris"B.,"2012"
IFM"is"Improved"Forest"Management"and"A/R"is"Afforestation/Reforestation."
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
e!The"project"types"include"Improved"Forest"Management"(IFM),"ConservationUbased"Forest"
Management,"Avoided"Conversion,"Reforestation,"and"Urban"Forestry.!
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Closing!the!supply!gap:!REDD+!
"
The"only"protocol"that"really"has"the"potential"to"fill"the"projected"supply"gap"on"its"own"is"Reduction"of"
Emissions"from"Deforestation"and"Degradation"(REDD+)."California"has"been"the"leading"participant"in"the"
Governors’"Climate"and"Forests"Task"Force"(GCF),"a"consortium"of"states"and"provinces"across"the"globe"
that"are"working"together"to"support"REDD+"efforts."Since"joining"the"task"force"in"2008,"California"has"
moved"ahead"to"create"real"projects"with"two"states"that"showed"a"capacity"for"early"actions:"Chiapas,"
Mexico"and"Acre,"Brazil."In"2011,"the"REDD+"Offset"Working"Group"(ROW)"was"established"to"answer"vital"
questions"related"to"legal"and"institutional"obstacles,"policy"considerations"for"sectoral"programs,"and"
performance"standards."
"
The"inclusion"of"REDD+"as"an"AB32"protocol"would"be"a"great"step"forward"for"the"REDD+"framework"in"
general,"and"could"be"mutually"beneficial"for"California,"which"will"need"an"infusion"of"new"offsets"if"the"
price"of"allowances"and"offsets"rise"significantly."However,"there"are"a"lot"of"issues,"both"political"and"
logistical,"with"bringing"REDD+"into"California’s"system."While"Acre"seems"to"be"far"ahead"of"Chiapas"in"
sorting"out"measurement,"reporting,"and"verification"(MRV)"methods"and"social"issues"such"as"land"tenure"
rights,"there"are"opponents"to"REDD+"in"both"countries."Many"human"rights"groups"worry"that"indigenous"
communities"will"be"exploited"or"ignored"and"that"decisions"about"who"will"be"paid"for"carbon"offsets"in"
each"country"are"not"clear."Furthermore,"MRV"standards"are"not"equal"to"those"in"the"US"and"REDD+"
credits"are"considered"high"risk."For"these"reasons,"the"REDD+"protocol"is"not"ready"for"approval"by"CARB"
and"most"believe"that"if"it"were"to"be"approved"by"the"Board,"it"wouldn’t"happen"until"2015"at"the"very"
earliest."!
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CONCLUSION!!
In"every"carbon"market"thus"far,"an"overall"lack"of"steady"demand"for"the"amount"of"
credits"available"has"been"an"issue."“We’ve"been"competing"in"a"market"that"has"been"
awash"for"a"very"long"time"in"credits"that"are"very"cheap,”"said"Jonathan"Shopley"of"The"
Carbon"Neutral"Company.
1
"This"issue"is"not"only"detrimental"to"project"developers"who"
need"to"cover"project"costs;"it"is"a"red"herring"for"investors"who"hope"to"see"profits"from"
trading"offsets"on"a"secondary"market."Yet"it"is"unclear"how"detrimental"this"has"been"
for"the"expansion"of"carbon"markets"into"new"regions."If"the"EU"ETS"had"better"
forecasted"demand,"would"that"have"spurred"new"national"capUandUtrade"systems"in,"
say,"the"United"States?"Perhaps."But"demand"for"new"products"often"takes"time"to"
grow,"especially"if"that"product"cannot"be"seen,"smelled,"or"heard.""
While"future"demand"for"carbon"offsets"remains"uncertain,"especially"in"the"United"
States,"our"research"pulls"back"the"curtain"a"bit"on"the"motivations,"processes"and"
preferences"of"those"players"who"are"essential"to"carbon"markets’"viability:"the"buyers."
For"both"voluntary"and"compliance"buyers,"the"carbon"marketplace"can"be"a"confusing"
realm"at"first."Almost"all"buyers"rely"on"other"market"players"such"as"project"developers,"
carbon"brokers,"environmental"advisors,"or"regulators"for"information,"and"these"
intermediaries"play"a"central"role"in"shaping"demand"on"both"markets."Though"the"time"
and"money"spent"interacting"with"these"market"players"is"often"obscured—it"does"not"
show"up"in"the"final"dollar"per"tonne"price"of"carbon—these"transaction"costs"may"very"
well"play"into"companies’"purchasing"decisions.""
On"the"California"compliance"market,"invisible"transaction"costs"may"deter"some"
companies"from"purchasing"offsets"even"though"offsets"are,"on"the"surface,"cheaper"
than"allowances."For"voluntary"buyers,"however,"these"informationUbrokers"add"
considerable"value"in"terms"of"legitimizing"the"very"concept"of"carbon"offsets"as"a"part"
of"corporate"sustainability"strategies"and"in"helping"companies"communicate"the"impact"
of"offsetting"to"others."In"both"cases,"intermediaries"facilitate"transactions"that"simply"
couldn’t"occur"without"them."
The"demand"for"offsets"on"the"voluntary"market"is"primarily"made"up"of"only"a"handful"
of"large"companies,"which"makes"it"relatively"volatile."Each"company,"obligated"by"no"
industry"standard"or"state"or"federal"regulation,"may"reach"its"offset"goal"and"
discontinue"purchasing"credits"at"any"given"time,"thus"abruptly"shrinking"market"
demand."When"Chevrolet"finishes"purchasing"offsets"in"2015"to"focus"more"on"internal"
emission"reductions,"projects"will"have"a"difficult"time"finding"another"company"willing"
to"purchase"$40"million"worth"of"credits"from"them."Still,"demand"may"ramp"up"if"more"
corporations"incorporate"carbon"as"key"to"their"business"model."Companies"like"Disney"
and"Microsoft"are"beginning"to"do"this"by"creating"an"internal"price"on"carbon."These"
selfUimposed"carbon"‘taxes’"help"them"to"factor"climate"impacts"into"their"decisionU
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making"and"also"generate"a"pool"of"revenue:"Disney"has"raised"$35"million"from"their"
carbon"tax,"allowing"them"to"invest"in"offset"projects.
2
"The"‘next"level’"of"demand"will"
come"when"offsetting"is"used"not"just"to"mitigate"the"carbon"impact"of"travel"or"events"
but"in"the"life"cycle"of"specific"products.
3
""
For"the"time"being,"however,"increasing"demand"is"largely"left"up"to"project"developers,"
marketers,"and"brokers"who"need"to"get"creative"when"communicating"with"buyers"the"
larger"value"of"their"offsets"beyond"just"their"emissions"reductions."Every"year"there"are"
an"increasing"number"of"standards"and"verifiers"that"assist"developers"in"proving"not"
only"the"validity"of"their"offsets,"but"also"a"myriad"of"external"coUbenefits,"such"as"
increased"biodiversity,"jobs,"or"even"labor"rights."Buyers"are"also"more"interested"than"
ever"in"linking"their"own"story"with"the"story"of"the"offsets,"and"this"may"require"project"
developers"to"go"a"step"further"not"only"in"communicating"their"value"once"in"existence,"
but"also"choosing"what"project"to"develop"in"the"first"place."Indeed,"some"buyers"are"
looking"to"start"offset"projects"themselves"to"ensure"that"they"fit"within"their"larger"
corporate"goals"or"history."The"linkage"between"the"offset"project"and"the"buying"entity"
may"be"geography"(if"the"company"works"in"CA,"they"may"want"a"project"in"CA),"a"
benefitted"group"(they"may"want"to"have"an"impact"on"women),"or"simply"an"offset"type"
(a"utility"company"may"want"to"focus"on"clean"energy"offsets"while"a"paper"company"
may"want"to"focus"on"forests),"but"ultimately"all"companies"seem"to"be"looking"for"
offsets"that"they"can"easily"explain"to"their"customers."
Increasing"demand"for"offsets"on"a"compliance"market"is,"of"course,"up"to"regulators."
The"more"regional,"national,"and"jurisdictional"capUandUtrade"systems,"and"the"stricter"
the"caps"set"for"every"covered"entity,"the"higher"the"demand"for"offsets"on"primary"and"
secondary"markets."Covered"entities,"which"are"not"purchasing"offsets"on"their"own"
accord,"therefore"have"very"different"motivations"for"entering"the"market"as"buyers."
Unlike"the"buyers"on"the"voluntary"market,"compliance"buyers"continue"to"focus"mostly"
on"the"price"and"risk"level"attributed"to"offsets,"while"remaining"relatively"indifferent"to"
project"type,"environmental"and"social"coUbenefits,"and"an"offset’s"“story.”""
Perhaps"because"compliance"entities"are"not"as"focused"on"purchasing"offsets"that"fit"
within"a"“story”"as"much"as"voluntary"buyers"are,"compliance"entities"have"not"
necessarily"figured"out"how"to"use"their"offset"purchases"as"part"of"a"larger"CSR"strategy."
In"fact,"some"of"the"companies"that"we"spoke"with,"including"Southern"California"Edison,"
separate"their"sustainability"or"CSR"departments"from"their"compliance"teams,"
effectively"cutting"off"a"larger"discussion"about"how"the"two"efforts"might"better"fit"
together"and"then"be"communicated"to"consumers."Perhaps"these"companies"will"
become"more"sophisticated"with"regard"to"how"they"‘play"up’"their"offset"purchases"in"
time."
Still,"whether"costumers"look"favorably"upon"companies"purchasing"carbon"offsets,"or"
even"care"one"way"or"the"other,"is"unclear."This,"perhaps,"is"the"largest"barrier"to"
increasing"demand"on"carbon"markets."If"the"majority"of"end"users"of"commodities"or"
!
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consumer"goods"fail"to"lower"their"own"carbon"footprint"or"give"preference"to"those"
companies"that"do,"corporations"will"quickly"lose"interest"in"offsets"on"the"voluntary"
market"and"push"even"harder"against"stricter"carbon"regulations"on"compliance"
schemes.""
If"consumers"do"begin"to"think"about"carbon"as"a"commodity,"it"would"signify"a"vital"
paradigm"shift"that"would"open"the"door"for"many"other"environmental"markets."
Carbon"markets"are,"at"their"essence,"an"internalization"of"an"externality."As"Tanya"
Peterson"of"the"Gold"Standard"pointed"out,"carbon"“has"a"lot"hanging"on"its"shoulders"at"
the"moment.”
4
"As"one"of"the"few"environmental"services"that"is"currently"valued"in"
global"marketplaces,"carbon"sometimes"serves"as"a"proxy"for"other"outcomes,"such"as"
delivery"of"clean"water."While"the"‘demand’"for"carbon"offsets"remains"uncertain,"the"
fact"that"companies"like"General"Motors"and"Pacific"Gas"&"Electric"are"now"transacting"
environmental"assets"is"a"paradigm"shift"in"the"last"decade."It’s"one"that"has"the"
potential"to"connect"boardrooms"and"forest"communities,"utilities"and"farmers,"and"
other"actors"all"over"the"world"in"addressing"one"of"our"global"economy’s"largest"
externalities."
" " "
"
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1!Jonathan"Shopley,"The"Carbon"Neutral"Company,"IETA"side"event,"Nov."29,"2012,"COP18"in"Doha,"Qatar.!
2!Marc"Gunther,"“Disney,"Microsoft"and"Shell"opt"for"selfUimposed"carbon"emissions"taxes,”"The0Guardian,0
26"March"2013."Available"at:"http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainableUbusiness/carbonUemissionsUtaxU
microsoftUdisneyUshell!
3!Shopley"2012.!
4!Tanya"Peterson,"Gold"Standard,"IETA"side"event,"Nov."29,"2013,"COP18"in"Doha,"Qatar.!
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APPENDIX!A:!Interviews!and!Panels!That!Informed!This!Report!
"
Note:"Interviews"were"conducted"by"Hannah"Erickson"(HE),"Nancy"Gephart"(NG),"Allie"
Goldstein"(AG),"or"Sam"Stevenson"(SS)."See"notation"below."
Interviews!
Bill!Barry,"Sustainability"Consultant"at"Macmillan"Publishing,"phone"interview"conducted"
by"AG"on"March"8,"2013."
Derik!Broekhoff,"Vice"President"for"Policy"at"the"Climate"Action"Reserve"(CAR),"phone"
interview"conducted"by"HE"on"Feburary"7,"2013."
Jonathon!Burnston,"consultant"at"Karbone,"phone"interviews"conducted"by"AG"and"SS"
on"August"25,"2012"and"October"16,"2012."
Katherine!Hamilton,"Director"of"Ecosystem"Marketplace,"phone"interview"conducted"by"
AG"on"August"20,"2012."
Buddy!Hay,"Assistant"Vice"President"of"Sustainability"Strategies"at"Interface,"phone"
interview"conducted"by"AG"on"March"15,"2013."
Mark!LaCroix,"Senior"Sustainability"Officer"at"the"Carbon"Neutral"Company,"phone"
interview"conducted"by"AG"and"HE"on"November"13,"2012."
Joel!Levin,!Vice"President"Business"Development"at"the"Climate"Action"Reserve"(CAR),"
phone"interview"conducted"by"AG"and"HE"on"February"15,"2013"
Larry!Merritt,"Director"of"Sustainability"at"Ford,"phone"interview"conducted"by"HE,"NG,"
and"AG"on"October"16,"2012."
Belinda!Morris,!California"Director"at"the"American"Carbon"Registry,"phone"interview"
conducted"by"HE"on"February"7,"2013."
Patrick!Nye,"Senior"Consultant"at"Bonneville"Environmental"Fund,"phone"interview"
conducted"by"HE"and"AG,"November"8,"2012."
Charlie!Parker,!Deputy"Director,"Forests"and"Climate"at"World"Wildlife"Fund"(WWF)"US,"
inUperson"interviews"conducted"by"HE"over"summer"2012."
Molly!Peters[Stanley,"Carbon"Program"Director,"inUperson"interview"conducted"by"AG"
on"December"19,"2012."
!
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Mark!Proegler,"Director"of"Climate"and"Energy"Policy"at"British"Petroleum,"phone"
interview"conducted"by"HE,"NG,"and"AG"on"November"11,"2012."
Ethan!Ravage,!West"Coast"Representative"at"the"International"Emissions"Trading"
Association"(IETA),"phone"interview"by"HE"on"December"18,"2013."
Adam!Smith,!Climate"Policy"and"Carbon"Market"Analyst"at"Southern"California"Edison"
(SCE),"interview"by"phone"conducted"by"HE"on"February"12,"2013."
Kevin!Townsend,!Chief"Commercial"Officer"at"Blue"Source,"phone"interview"conducted"
by"HE"on"November"20,"2012."
David!Tulauskas,"Director"of"Sustainability"at"General"Motors,"phone"interview"
conducted"by"HE"and"NG"on"November"19,"2012."
Andrea!Tuttle,"Pacific"Forest"Trust,"phone"interview"conducted"by"HE"on"February"6,"
2013."
Panels!
Conservation!International!and!the!Verified!Carbon!Standard!Association,"“Mobilizing"
PrivateUSector"Finance"for"REDD+:"Innovative"Partnerships"for"Scaling"Up"
Investment.”"Panelists"included"Mike"Korchinsky"of"Wildlife"Works"and"Noami"
Swickard"of"Verified"Carbon"Standard."November"29,"2012,"COP18"in"Doha,"Qatar."
"
International!Emissions!Trading!Association!(IETA),"“Climate"Leadership"and"Future"
Trends"for"Voluntary"Carbon"Markets.”"Moderator:"Molly"PetersUStanley,"
Ecosystem"Marketplace."Panelists"included"William"Battye"of"ClimateCare,"Tanya"
Peterson"of"Gold"Standard,"Jonathan"Shopley"of"Carbon"Neutral,"and"John"
Kadyszewski"of"ACR."November"29,"2012,"COP18"in"Doha,"Qatar."
"
International!Emissions!Trading!Association!(IETA),"“The"Private"Sector"and"How"It"
Interacts"with"REDD+”"Moderator:"Sophy"Greenhalgh,"IETA."Panelists"included"
Florence"Bernard"of"the"ASB"Partnership,"Tony"LaViña"of"the"Informal"Group"on"
REDD+"of"LCA"(Phillipines),"Alfred"Gichu"of"the"Kenya"Forest"Service"(REDD+"
Readiness"Coordinator),"Armin"Sanhoevel"of"Allianz"Climate"Solutions,"and"
Jonathan"Shopley"of"Carbon"Neutral."November"29,"2012,"COP18"in"Doha,"Qatar."
"
World!Business!Council!for!Sustainable!Development!(WBCSD)"and!Climate!Action!
Reserve!(CAR),"“Ambition"and"markets—working"hand"in"hand"to"deliver"global"
benefits.”"Panelists"included"Derik"Broekhoff"of"Climate"Action"Reserve"California,"
Matt"Peterson"of"New"Zealand"(UN"delegate),"David"Hone"of"Shell"(senior"climate"
change"advisor),"Giles"Dickson"of"Alstom,"Andreas"Klugsechied"of"BMW,"and"
Xueman"Want"of"the"World"Bank"(China)."November"30,"2012,"COP18"in"Doha,"
Qatar."
!
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APPENDIX!B:!Survey!Questions!
0
Thank0you0for0taking0the0time0to0complete0this0survey.0We0are0looking0forward0to0learning0more0about0
your0company’s0expectations0and0plans0for0California’s0compliance0greenhouse0gas0regulation.0
0
What!sector!does!your!company!operate!in?!
o Electricity"Generation"
o Electricity"Marketer"
o Refiner"
o Cement"
o Stationary"Combustion"
o Other"
"
If!other,!please!specify!the!sector!your!company!operates!in:!!
"
Does!your!company!have!a!defined!carbon!management!strategy?!
o Yes"
o No"
o Under"development"
"
Who!is!involved!with!defining!your!company’s!carbon!management!strategy?!CHECK!ALL!THAT!APPLY.!
o All"the"company"
o Board"
o Corporate"Social"Responsibility"(CSR)"team"
o HR"
o Marketing"
o Procurement"
o Operations"
o Senior"Management"
o Sustainability"Committee/Green"Team"
o We"have"not"defined"a"carbon"management"strategy"
o Other"
"
If!other,!please!specify!who!is!involved!with!defining!your!company’s!environmental!objectives:!
!
What!is!your!company!doing,!if!anything,!to!prepare!for!AB32,!California’s!compliance!greenhouse!gas!
regulations?!CHECK!ALL!THAT!APPLY.!
o We"are"creating"an"internal"strategy"
o We"are"hiring"consultants"
o We"are"creating"an"inventory"of"emissions"
o We"are"purchasing"preUcompliance"offset"credits"
o We"are"planning"to"buy"excess"credits"to"bank"for"the"next"compliance"period"
o We"are"not"doing"anything"differently"
o Other"
"
If!other,!please!specify!what!your!company!is!doing!to!prepare!for!AB32:!
!
!
!
!
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How!does!your!company!expect!to!meet!AB32,!California’s!compliance!greenhouse!gas!regulation?!
CHECK!ALL!THAT!APPLY.!
o We"plan"to"reduce"internal"emissions"
o We"plan"to"buy"offset"credits"
o We"plan"to"sell"offset"credits"
o We"plan"to"buy"allowances"
o We"plan"to"sell"allowances"
o We"plan"to"move"our"operations"outside"of"California"
o Other"
"
If!other,!please!specify!how!your!company!expects!to!meet!AB32:!
!
What!do!you!expect!the!financial!impact!of!California!cap[and[trade!on!your!company!to!be?!
o We"expect"it"to"be"very"costly"
o We"expect"it"to"be"costly"
o Neutral"
o We"expect"it"to"be"profitable"
o We"expect"it"to"be"very"profitable"
0
This0section0asks0about0your0company’s0plans0to0purchase0offset0credits0as0part0of0complying0with0
California’s0greenhouse0gas0regulation.0If0your0company0does0not0plan0to0purchase0offset0credits,0please0
click0NEXT0to0skip0to0the0next0section.0
0
How!many!pre[compliance!offset!credits!has!your!company!purchased!as!of!today,!if!any?!(metric!tons!
CO2e)![drop"down"menu]!
"
"
Approximately!how!many!offset!credits!does!your!company!expect!to!purchase!between!January!2013!
and!December!2014!(Compliance!Period!1),!if!any?!(metric!tons!CO2e)![drop"down"menu]!
"
"
!
!
!
!
!
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Approximatley!how!many!offset!credits!does!your!company!expect!to!purchase!between!2013!and!2020!
(the!entire!compliance!period),!if!any?!(metric!tons!CO2e)![drop"down"menu]!
"
"
What!channel(s)!does!your!company!expect!to!buy!offset!channels!through?!CHECK!ALL!THAT!APPLY!
o Retailer"
o Broker"
o Exchange"
o Project"Developer"
o Originate"Own"Project"
o Other"
"
If!other,!please!specify!the!channel(s)!through!which!your!company!expects!to!buy!offset!credits:!
!
What!are!the!most!important!factors!your!company!considers!when!purchasing!offset!credits?!
!
!
!
Are!there!other!important!factors!beyond!those!mentioned!above!that!your!company!considers!when!
purchasing!offset!credits?!Please!specify:!
!
!
!
!
!
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Please!rate!the!desirability!of!the!following!types!of!emission!reduction!projects.!The"first"6"project"
types"are"already"approved"by"the"California"Air"Resources"Board;"the"last"3"(Coal"Mine"Methane,"
Conversion"of"Pneumatic"Controllers,"and"REDD)"are"under"consideration."
"
"
"
What!average!price!($/tCO2e)!does!your!company!expect!to!pay!per!offset!in!2013?!
[drop"down"menu]"
"
"
What!average!price!($/tCO2e)!does!your!company!expect!to!pay!per!offset!in!2015?!
[drop"down"menu]"
"
"
Does!your!company!have!a!preference!for!offset!credits!originating!in!California?!
o Yes"
o No"
!
Would!your!company!be!willing!to!pay!a!price!premium!for!any!particular!project!type?!
o Yes"
o No"
"
!
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Overall,!how!do!you!expect!your!company!will!be!affected!by!California’s!compliance!greenhouse!gas!
regulation,!if!at!all?!
[short"text"field]"
"
What!are!the!main!risks!you!see,!if!any,!in!purchasing!offset!credits!for!your!company?!
[short"text"field]"
"
Do!you!consider!certain!project!types!to!be!riskier!than!others?!If!so,!which!ones,!and!why?!
[short"text"field]"
!
Would!you!like!to!receive!a!copy!of!key!findings!from!this!survey?!
o Yes"
o No"
"
Anything!else!you’d!like!us!to!know?!
[short"text"field]"
"
!
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APPENDIX!C:!International!Compliance!Carbon!Markets!
!
Australia" Cap[and[Trade!Program!
Australia’s"capUandUtrade"Program"is"set"to"start"in"2015,"following"the"nation’s"Carbon"
Pricing"Mechanism"carbon"tax"program"currently"in"place."Australia’s"carbon"pricing"
mechanism"requires"around"500"of"Australia’s"biggest"polluters"to"pay"a"fixed"carbon"price"
for"their"emissions."The"scheme"covers"around"60%"of"carbon"pollution."Both"a"price"floor"
and"price"ceiling"will"be"in"place"for"the"first"three"years"of"the"flexible"price"period."
China" China"is"scheduled"to"launch"pilot"emissions"trading"schemes"in"six"provinces"and"cities"in"2013"with"
a"view"to"develop"a"nationwide"trading"scheme"by"2015."
European"
Union"
European!Union!Emissions!Trading!Scheme!(EU!ETS)"
Commencing"in"2005,"the"EU"ETS"is"the"world’s"first"and"largest"mandatory"capUandUtrade"
scheme"for"CO2"emissions"covers"all"27"EU"members"states,"and"three"nonUmembers"
(Iceland,"Liechtenstein,"and"Norway)."Currently"in"Phase"2"(2008–12),"the"EU"ETS"covers"
roughly"11,000"facilities"in"the"electricity"generation"sector"and"major"energyUintensive"
industries,"which"are"collectively"responsible"for"roughly"50%"of"the"EU's"emissions"of"
CO2"and"40%"of"its"total"greenhouse"gas"emissions.""
New"Zealand" New!Zealand!Emissions!Trading!Scheme!(NZ!ETS)"
In"operation"since"2008,"the"mandatory"NZ"ETS!currently"covers"emissions"from"forestry,"stationary"
energy,"industrial"processes"and"liquid"fossil"fuels,"which"are"collectively"responsible"for"roughly"50%"
of"New"Zealand’s"emissions."Emissions"from"waste"are"covered"by"the"NZ"ETS"from"2013,"while"
emissions"from"synthetic"gases"are"covered"by"the"NZ"ETS"or"a"levy"from"2013."Since"January"1,"
2012,"the"agricultural"sector"has"had"mandatory"reporting"obligations"under"the"NZ"ETS."
South"Korea" Korean!Emissions!Trading!Scheme!(KETS)!
Scheduled"to"begin"in"2015,"Korea’s"emissions"trading"scheme"will"require"about"470"of"Korea’s"
largest"polluters"to"pay"for"their"CO2"emissions,"collectively"covering"roughly"60%"of"Korea’s"
greenhouse"gas"emissions."The"ETS"will"follow"Korea’s"voluntary"KVER"carbon"market"and"Target"
Management"System"(TMS)"program"that"requires"Korea’s"largest"companies"to"lower"their"
emissions"by"a"specific"target"by"2015."
United"
Kingdom"
CRC!Energy!Efficiency!Scheme!"
Established"in"2010,"the"CRC"Energy"Efficiency"Scheme"is"a"mandatory"capUandUtrade"scheme"
applying"to"large"nonUenergyUintensive"organizations"in"the"public"and"private"sectors"that"are"not"
covered"by"the"EU"ETS."These"organizations"are"responsible"for"around"10%"of"the"United"Kingdom’s"
emissions."
United"
States"
California’s!Cap[and[Trade!Scheme"
California’s"Global"Warming"Solutions"Act"(AB32)"passed"in"2006,"and"capUandUtrade"took"effect"in"
January"2013."Roughly"85%"of"greenhouse"gas"emissions"in"the"state"from"360"businesses"will"be"
covered"by"the"scheme."
Regional!Greenhouse!Gas!Initiative!(RGGI)"
RGGI"is"a"mandatory"capUandUtrade"scheme"covering"209"fossil"fuel"electricity"generators"across"ten"
northeastern"states"in"the"United"States."It"requires"participants"to"hold"a"tradable"allowance"for"
each"tonne"of"CO2"they"emit"by"purchasing"auctioned"allowances"or"carbon"offsets."
Western!Climate!Initiative!(WCI)"
The"WCI"is"collaboration"between"10"Western"US"States"and"Canadian"Provinces."The"capUandUtrade"
scheme"was"due"to"begin"on"January"1,"2012,"covering"emissions"from"electricity,"electricity"imports,"
industrial"combustion,"and"industrial"process"emissions."It"is"expected"to"be"expanded"in"2015"to"
include"transportation"fuels"and"residential,"commercial"and"industrial"fuels."Approximately"twoU
thirds"of"total"emissions"in"the"WCI"jurisdictions"will"be"covered"initially,"while"nearly"90%"of"the"
GHG"emissions"in"WCI"states"and"provinces"will"be"covered"by"2015."
Information"gathered"by"Hannah"Erickson"from"The0Future0of0Global0Carbon0Markets"report"by"Ernst"and"
Young,"2012."
